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Pre-conference Webinar Series
29th June – 1st July 2020
Adaptation Futures is the flagship event of the WASP, one of the four components of the World
Climate Programme based on the World Meteorological Organisation Congress XVI Resolution 18. A
premier event in the global adaptation spectrum, Adaptation Futures is a unique platform to
facilitate dialogue towards action-oriented solutions from a diverse range of stakeholders including
academics, practitioners, scientists and policymakers across the world. This biennial conference
seeks to enhance the knowledge base by bringing together research scientists, policymakers and
practitioners from developed and developing countries to share knowledge and to have a fruitful
discussion on adaptation challenges and opportunities.
The sixth edition of this conference, Adaptation Futures 2020, will be co-hosted by The Energy and
Resources Institute (TERI) and the World Adaptation Science Program (WASP) in New Delhi. It will be
hosted under the broad rubric of 'accelerating adaptation action and knowledge to support action'.
This will be the first Adaptation Futures conference to be held in Asia. This conference, therefore,
provides the opportunity to flag adaptation challenges in the developing countries of Asia, marked
by diverse political, social, economic, and cultural characteristics, and accelerating climate-related
vulnerabilities. With the postponement of the Adaptation Futures conference due to the COVID-19
pandemic, a series of webinars were designed aimed at creating an additional platform to feed into
the global adaptation dialogue.
The second set of webinars conducted under this series from 29 th June to 1st July 2020. They covered
the themes of the role of youth in accelerating adaptation action, India-EU experience sharing on
adaptation planning and implementation and moving towards climate-resilient development
pathways. A copy of the detailed agenda for this series can be found at Annex 1, along with pictures
from the events in Annex 2 and presentations in Annex 3. For more details, please visit our website:
http://adaptationfutures2020.in/index.php
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Day 1 - Youth and Climate Adaptation: Accelerating Action for a
Resilient Future

Following an overwhelming response in the first set of webinars in April 2020, the second set of
webinars from the AF2020 Pre-Conference Series began with a session on the theme of “Youth and
Climate Adaptation: Accelerating Action for a Resilient Future”. Setting the context for this webinar,
Ms Pankhuri Sekhon, Project Associate, TERI, opened the session with remarks on the role of youth in
climate action and adaptation. She emphasised on the role of youth in raising awareness, both in the
public and political spectra, and their subsequent potential to foster leadership and conscientization
in the climate adaptation field. However, it was also noted that climate action today is often criticized
to be missing inter-generation knowledge transfer. Youth have the capacity to be ‘enablers’ of
executing adaptation action, as opposed to being viewed as vulnerable, passive actors. Discussions,
thus, sought to emphasise on the role of youth engagement in climate adaptation and, the
opportunities and challenges to harnessing their potentials as agents of change.
Opening Remarks
Dr Ajay Mathur: Director General, TERI; Co-Chair, Steering Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020
Dr Mathur welcomed the speakers and attendees on behalf of TERI and the Adaptation Futures 2020
Steering Committee. He began his address on a contrite note with regards to the role his generation
had played in the current conditions of the planet, stating it has not been left in the resilient shape it
deserves to be in – which he attributed to economic growth being given precedence over sustainability
in the past. He then noted that the current pandemic has made governments tackle resilience and
focus on sustainable livelihoods. Undertaking activities like building infrastructure that withstand s
disasters or economic systems that withstand situations like the pandemic help in moving towards a
resilient future.
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Dr Mathur then pointed out a marked characteristic of the current generation – the level of social and
environmental awareness they possess, because of the level of education and networking potential
this generation holds. Further referring to their ability to harness means of communication and social
media as important tools to foster change, he said that the current generation has tools to reach
everyone. He concluded his address by stating that we live in a world where we are constantly
learning. Though there has been a loss of resilience-based action, there are numerous examples of
people bringing in a huge amount of resilience through the work they do and the need to share these
developments.
The current pandemic has brought out starkly ‘why we are not resilient’. The youth of today hold
the key to resilience building.

Dr Jian Liu: Chief Scientist, UNEP; Co-Chair, Steering Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020
Dr Liu stressed the importance of building resilience that will allow us to withstand the impacts of
climate change being felt globally. In his remarks, he said that adaptation is important at all levels and
across all scales. He also spoke on the evolution of the term adaptation and, mentioned how it has
become broader in its scope to help build resilience as well as adapt ourselves to changes we are
facing in the present times, and in the future to come. He then mentioned that we are living in a digital
world and the young generation, with its prowess in the technological arena, holds the power to bring
about changes. The youth are the driving force to build a resilient community for all futures to come.
The post-crisis period will tell us whether we are resilient or not, and the youth will be the drivers in
this context. He also said that if we think about the COVID-19 pandemic, there are linkages between
the crisis and the protection of nature, like other health crises we have faced, this crisis also finds root
in the mismanagement of our relationship with nature. He concluded by emphasising the role of the
young generation in preventing future crises and called upon them to use nature as the centrepiece
for their actions.
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Dr Anand Patwardhan: Professor, School of Public Policy, University of Maryland, and Chair – Science
Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020
Dr Patwardhan welcomed all attendees to the webinar series which is a pre-conference event series
to Adaptation Futures, which is the flagship event of the World Adaptation Science Programme and
is organised jointly by The Energy and Resources Institute in 2020. He said that over the years, the
Adaptation Futures series has moved from a purely
scientific conference to a platform connecting science

We live in a connected world. Climate

with practice and policy and, this is especially important

Change amplifies systemic risks. We

in accelerating adaptation action and driving it forward.

should innovatively use the

He reiterated Dr Mathur’s intervention on the need and

connectedness to learn from each

urgency to build resilience. As brought out by the COVID-

other and build resilience.

19 pandemic, the most relevant issues are those of
leadership, equity and justice, evidence-based decision making and mobilising across different levels
of society. Dr Patwardhan stated that the current pandemic is not the first systemic risk we have faced
as a society and it won’t be the last. Being a connected world, risks that affect one, affect all, and there
are a huge number of systemic risks that may become amplified with climate change. The interconnected nature amplifies these risks and so, the solution must lie in using this connectedness
innovatively. Our response should lie in the connectedness of our empathy, the lessons we learn and
our ability to relate to the challenges we face together. The digital generation could respond by not
just being bystanders, but actively shaping responses and addressing structural deficits which make
us less resilient.
Ms Anna French: Deputy Country Director, DFID India
Ms French highlighted the importance of such a discussion, especially in India and other such
developing countries that are inhabited by large youth populations, which aspire for a better standard
of living, and a safer future. As a representative of the COP26 co-presidency, she noted that the UK
co-presidency, along with Italy, is prioritising adaptation in their agenda as well as emphasising the
importance of young voices in this cause. She then stressed upon the fact that while the current
pandemic is affecting all of us, it is a stark reminder of what happens when our relationship with nature
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breaks down. Ms French stated that to safeguard our future, we need to restore nature. Following
which she highlighted the importance of the nature of post-COVID recoveries and the decisions we
need to take about the kind of future we want. Furthermore, in her intervention, she spoke on the
need to address the linkages and challenges of public health and climate change, to reduce our
exposure to deadly viruses. She stated that
along

India has a population of which over 50% are

with Italy, the

UK will drive

under 25 years, looking for a greater

momentum on this important conversation

empowerment and a bigger role. We are likely to

at COP 26 that is set to take place in Glasgow

find solutions amongst this young population to

from 1st-12th November 2021. The UK aims

the challenges that we are facing.

to use their co-presidency to focus on
adaptation and drive adaptation action. She

ended her address by noting that “business, as usual, is not acceptable anymore”. She urged the
“youth to focus on their cause”, and called upon governments and businesses to comply, but stressed
that the youth cannot do it alone, as “these goals can only be achieved with partnerships”.
Ms Francesca Datola: First Secretary, Economic & Innovation Department, Embassy of Italy in New
Delhi, India
As a representative of the Italian government and COP26 co-presidency, Ms Datola focused on
government’s actions to ensure and enhance the role of the youth at COP26. She noted that the level
of success at this COP is proposed to be measured by the degree of involvement of the youth, stating
that it is the young generation who will bear the
brunt of climate change should the negotiations

Educating a new class of environmentally

fail. She emphasised that Italy cherishes the idea

conscious citizens is the key for a resilient and

of inclusive participation in decision-making

sustainable future.

processes which means including a variety of
actors such as private institutions, civil societies, and young activists. Young activists are playing an
active role in the international climate action landscape, shifting the climate change debate and
infusing new ambition. In line with these ideas, Italy supported the UN's Youth Climate Summit last
year in New York. Following which, Italy is now organising a flagship event as part of its COP presidency
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called Youth for Climate to be held in Milan. This will be the first time in COP history where there will
be a youth event in the formal line-up of COP. Italy is also one of the first countries to establish a
compulsory course on Environmental Studies in every school. Ms Dalota concluded by mentioning a
positive lesson to draw from the COVID crisis is learning how coordinated efforts are helping fight this
pandemic, and how this same cooperation should be replicated while fighting climate change.
Q&A
The first question was addressed to Ms French about structural changes in climate governance in the
short and long term to make the current climate action effective. She answered by emphasising the
role of de-centralised action, sharing responsibilities between state and non-state actors and moving
from national-level policy action down to the local. The discussion followed on how governments can
effectively engage the youth in the policymaking process. Dr Mathur answered the question by talking
about how policy choice and actions must address the scale and speed of implementation. The way
to make the choice between the two is to look at the corpus of knowledge on what makes sense. This
knowledge is built through pilot programmes with working technology and trained people to ensure
that they deliver on the promises. This is where the youth can be most effective in terms of passing
information or carrying out the pilots and working on the knowledge base. Dr Patwardhan added to
this by mentioning that getting the youth involved in the decision-making process and their
engagement with the political process is also quite essential.
Panel Discussion
Ms Mekhala Sastry, Project Associate, TERI, was introduced as the moderator for the panel discussion.
She spoke about the importance of adaptation as the need of the hour. Ms Sastry mentioned that
despite the increased involvement of young people in climate adaptation, there are several barriers
and challenges that need to be overcome. Some of these challenges are inadequate platforms for
engagement; tokenism which exists in youth participation; restrictions on youth participation in
decision-making; a lack of awareness and missing intergenerational transfer of knowledge. Even with
various initiatives undertaken, there is not enough effective engagement for the youth in the policy
decision-making process. She initiated the panel discussion, highlighting the need to further the
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dialogue on youth participation more than raising awareness and raising key questions to the
panellists.
Mr Nabir Mamnun: Centre for People and Environment (CPE) & Young Earth System Scientists
(YESS) Community Outreach Working Group
Mr Nabir Mamnun elucidated on a two-part question posed by the moderator- on how young people
design creative solutions to bridge the gap between
science and policy, and on the role of the youth in

Youth have the potential to facilitate

furthering the dialogue on adaptation at a local level and

cooperation between science and

its integration into local governance. As mentioned by

policy professionals, minimising the

the speakers in the opening panel, Mr Mamnun talked

gap across knowledge systems and

about the adverse impacts of climate change on the

disciplines.

youth and how they are best placed to bring about
change. He stressed that this requires the next generation of researchers to advance science-based
information. The youth can play a vital role in developing scientific policy outcomes to bridge the gap
between science and policy. Mr Mamnun said it is important to understand how scientific knowledge
is applied and used in policymaking. Currently, useful scientific knowledge is not being used
adequately. For that, he said that frequent interaction between scientists and policymakers is needed
which can be facilitated by the youth, serving as intermediaries between the two. They will be able to
nurture collaboration naturally and minimise gaps between different knowledge systems. The young
generation can also help in improving the distribution of scientific knowledge. Since access to reliable
information is vital for local-level adaptation, he stressed on how information needs to be tailored to
specific audiences based on relevance. Mr Mamnun noted that this can be achieved through engaging
with Young Earth System Scientists Community and other similar organisations.
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Mr Raka Sangma: Indian Youth Climate Network
Mr Raka Sangma started by speaking about the meaningful ways in which young people in India can
engage in the policymaking process and focus on climate adaptation and the role of the IYCN to
achieve this. He spoke about how the current trajectory towards a resilient future is far from desirable,
and greater involvement of the youth is required to correct this. He mentioned that the foremost
factor for youth participation in policymaking is through participation. He used the platform of the
webinar to explain how the role of the youth is
Policy briefs and position papers by youth,

getting acknowledged and he believes this is the

reflecting their views, are required to break

first step. Mr Sangma spoke of the importance

down the jargons. It is needed to simplify

of position papers and how vulnerabilities are

climate change and action narrative so that it

the tip of the iceberg which undermine the

is understandable by the common masses

efforts of communities and individuals to
achieve resilience. He then stressed that the

youth need to move away from academic jargon and talk about things in simple language, to ensure
communication of relevant messages of climate change. He also said that it is important to talk about
climate change in the present and not as something that is impending. Mr Sangma concluded by noting
the importance of a political will and the need to engage with local politicians.
Mr Joshua Amponsem, Global Center on Adaptation, Green Africa Youth Org
Mr Amponsem talked about the working paper which was presented at the Youth Climate Summit in
New York last year. The paper was the first time that a global institution provided resources for the
youth to take the lead in putting their thoughts
together to guide other institutions on how they

At the tertiary level, the Climate Change

can involve the youth in adaptation. The report

courses focus more on the problem rather

shows that the

than the future and solutions. It misses the

youth

view

adaptation as

transformative. and that young people are at the

focus that adaptation requires.

forefront of new forms of political expression and
engagement to bring awareness. Mr Amponsem talked about how the youth have now been given
avenues for engagement in the climate change arena, but that these are limited in nature and do not
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yield results. He also mentioned how the aspirations of the youth groups are not being met because
the current system limits direction after the initiation of conversation. Mr Amponsem agreed with Mr
Sangma and said that the youth movement needs to provide more concrete inputs towards the global
dialogue. However, he noted that a major barrier to this is the lack of education and resources
necessary to understand and participate in the full scope of the conversation. He stated that the
perceived inexperience of the youth also restricts them from being taken seriously. While initiatives
on regularising environmental education are the first step, there is a need to do more in terms of
inducting this at the tertiary level, the world over. Mr Amponsem then spoke w.r.t. to Africa, stating
the need to include the African youth in the process for a more resilient future, and the importance
of education and community-based action to do so. Towards the end, Mr Amponsem spoke about the
importance of finance in this regard. Stating that although there exist forums for youth participation,
there is a huge need for monetary support. He stressed on the importance of not viewing the youth
as a homogeneous group, rather bringing out different conversations which are important to
adaptation.
Ms Christianne Zakour, UNMGCY Representative, Trinidad and Tobago
Ms Christianne Zakour began her address by stating that a key challenge that the youth face is that of
credibility. She stressed on the issue that young people are not taken seriously because of their age
and the most important thing in this regard is to focus on education. Ms Zakour mentioned the
importance of closing the education gaps by being inclusive and educating the masses. She highlighted
the importance of taking the first step, and about her experiences in taking action in her community
and overcoming the obstacles she faced. She then
noted that understanding issues motivate people to

Adaptation action requires for us to

take action. Ms Zakour also spoke about the impact of

convey the urgency, without panic.

climate

change

on

ground-level

as a

natural

phenomenon, and how that affects life drastically. Ms Zakour reiterated the need for closing the
education gaps by being inclusive and educating the masses, while also ensuring that before we
educate the masses, we understand ourselves and know the science of climate change in the context
of our region. Collaboration with local and international bodies is important for this cause. Ms Zakour
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concluded her remarks emphasising on the need to communicate urgency without creating panic. She
stated that, social media, though often thought of as an informal tool, can be used as an effective way
of communication, as has been proven during this pandemic.
Mr John Paul Jose, Indian focal point to Fridays for Future
Mr John Paul Jose spoke about the effectiveness of the Indian chapter of Fridays for Future (FFF). He
spoke of the evolution of the movement in India since the global strike began in March. There was a
numeric growth in terms of the people protesting
What adaption and climate policy need is
need is to listen to the science.

and it was not limited to the youth as all groups of
people started getting involved. In India, the
movement

has

reinvented

itself.

Usually,

environmental protests take place in response to
actions taken by the government and bring up local issues and region-specific messages. FFF has
transformed into a live protest, which takes place every Friday, demanding rigorous climate action.
Climate movements in India, through FFF, have seen widespread participation of people. In India,
there has been ignorance from the side of the government. Mr Jose also talked about how rural areas
have now started talking about climate change. In terms of adaptation, he talked about listening to
the signs of the changes. The focus on resilience has been directed towards energy in urban areas but
has not yet reached rural areas. He also talked about the lack of adaptation strategies in agriculture
and farming. This is one of the reasons why FFF talks about looking at the signs and collaborating with
local people.
Ms Juhi Bansal, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)
Ms Bansal provided a brief intervention on how young people are impacted by and can address the
issue of climate-induced migration. She stated that climate change has the potential to uproot large
numbers of people and that climate migration is set to escalate, especially within state borders. Often
the most willing to take risks to better themselves, the youth, are likely to be at the front of such
migration in anticipation of further climate change impacts and environmental decline. While much
of this migration is likely to be internal, from rural to urban areas, an unknown – but likely significant
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– portion of young people will migrate internationally. Ms Bansal stressed that youth worldwide are
especially vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, but also hold the key to future solutions, owing
to youth resilience and their willingness to experiment with new approaches and strategies. She
explained how most of the countries severely impacted by patterns of climate change are also
characterised by a youth bulge and accordingly, children and adolescents are a major segment of the
trapped population that is unable to migrate due to lack of resources. However, they are also the ones
who are predominantly responsible for assisting their families in adapting to the adverse effects of
environmental degradation and climate change. As greater risk-takers, youth often precede other
members of their households to new communities or countries and establish themselves before
bringing others to join them. Furthermore, the remittances sent from such migrants serve as
important lifelines to their families left
behind. Migration from the effects of
climate change, therefore, represents both
risk and opportunity. Ms Bansal mentioned
five areas in which the youth can impact the
issue

of

climate-related

migration

at

Youth are not only among the most vulnerable in
the context of climate change & migration, but they
are also often the most willing to take risks and,
who are also likely to be at the front of climate
migration, assisting their families in adapting to the

domestic, regional and international levels:

adverse effects of climate change.

mainstreaming migration in the context of
climate change in development policies;
strengthening protection and bridging the policy gaps; creation of dedicated institutions/mechanis ms
to address migration in the context of climate change; development of a universally applicable and
all-inclusive human rights framework and; capacity building, especially in vulnerable communities.
Q&A
The panel was followed by a rich Q&A round which further explored the themes of the role of youth
in accelerating adaptation to climate change. Among the various questions addressed to the panel,
Mr Amponsem answered the first question on holding governments accountable when they ignore
the public's demands for adaptation. He stressed on knowing exactly what one is holding the
institutions accountable to. He said it is important to know the national policies and review them. The
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information needs to be made mainstream and available to everyone in modes accessible by people.
The second question was addressed by Ms Zakour on how to make sure that ample opportunities are
available to young people who are directly affected by climate change. She answered the question by
focusing on self-driven action because one cannot rely entirely on organisations. Ms Zakour also
emphasised the role of education and understanding the context-specific impacts of climate change.
She stressed on holding politicians accountable and making an impact through your votes. The last
question asked how climate change outreach can be adapted effectively to bring the voices of the
youth advocates and communities at risk to the front. Ms Juhi Bansal explained that the voices of the
youth can be amplified by international organisations and other relevant institutions giving political
visibility to this issue. It is crucial to have active participation of the youth as key stakeholders in all
processes of policy making and implementation. Mr Mamnun added that outreach has to be
demanded. The scientific community produces knowledge which needs to be adapted with the needs
of the time. Mr Sangma also mentioned that youth outreach has to be achieved by informing them,
encouraging them and enabling them, and Mr Jose added that the issue with outreach is that
indigenous youth are not given a voice in international fora. In his concluding remarks, he mentioned
that FFF raised this point at the World Economic Forum where organisations which pollute the planet
are invited to speak rather than indigenous people who could contribute more.
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Day 2 - India-EU Experience Sharing on Adaptation Planning and
Implementation
supported by Strategic Partnerships for the Implementation of the Paris Agreement (SPIPA)

The session was opened by Dr Ashish Chaturvedi, Director-Climate Change, GIZ-India. He began his
remarks by thanking the European Union, European Commission and TERI for facilitating this event.
Setting the context of the webinar, he explained that discussions would focus on sharing experiences
on adaptation planning and implementation between India and the European Union. The session
aimed at underscoring the potential of learning within and across states and nations. it was noted that
despite the pandemic, the event brought together representatives from over 20 Indian States and
multiple European nations to participate in an experiential knowledge-sharing exercise on adaptation
planning.
Dr Ajay Mathur: Director General, TERI; Co-Chair, Steering Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020
Dr Ajay Mathur set the tone by remarking that India's unique geographic orientation and
predominantly agrarian economy make the country one of the most vulnerable to climate change,
which makes adaptation and building resilience essential. He noted that a critical step towards
adaptation planning in the country was the release of the National Action Plan on Climate Change in
2008. In an effort to make climate change planning more inclusive, needs-based and context-specific,
in 2009 the Govt. of India requested that states develop their respective State Action Plans on Climate
Change. The existence of such mechanisms offers states in India a framework to integrate adaptation
in the planning process, that is inclusive of local socio-economic risks and vulnerabilities.
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He stated that ideally, this should flow into the second editions of the State Action Plans on Climate
Change that are being prepared. Dr Mathur
then noted that there are certain areas,

The number of people in India who are vulnerable

systems and people that are more important

to the adverse impacts of climate change is more

than others, highlighting the need to prioritise

than anywhere else in the world, which is why,

when

planning

adaptation

action

and

adaptation action is so critical here.

resilience building. He concluded by noting
that as we move ahead, it is important we are mindful of our ability to provide the imagined level of
resilience without bankrupting ourselves and to share the knowledge base that gets built. Thus,
further highlighting that the deeper networks increase resilience.
Mr Edwin Koekkoek: Counsellor, Energy, and Climate Action, Delegation of the European Union to
India.
Mr Koekkoek began by talking about the European Union (EU) as a body and the diverse nature of its
member states. He mentioned that in 2016, the EU and India agreed on a partnership in the field of
energy, and climate action and this partnership was renewed in 2020. He noted that in terms of
adaptation, India and the EU also have partnerships in the area of climate change adaptation covering
areas such as water and smart and sustainable urbanization partnership. climate partnership with
particular focus on knowledge exchange and advancing bilateral cooperation was the cornerstone of
the 2018 Joint communication by the EU. Mr Koekkoek introduced the audience to the

Strategic

Partnership for the Implementation of the
India & EU reconfirmed their partnership on

Paris Agreement (SPIPA)

project, jointly

clean energy & climate in 2017… which focuses

funded by the EU and Germany, and the

on exchanging information, building expertise

portfolio of initiatives the partnership entails.

& advancing bilateral cooperation

He concluded by elaborating on the five key
focus areas
Networking

under
and

the

Capacity

SPIPA

project;

Building

(in

collaboration with the state of Chhattisgarh), low-Carbon modelling, mitigation, technical
collaboration on monitoring, and adaptation.
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Ms Richa Sharma: Joint Secretary, and Head- Climate Change Division, MoEFCC.
Ms Sharma continued the discussion on the importance of climate change adaptation and subnational climate action in India and how the latter has evolved over a period of time. Adaptation is
addressed across a variety of sectors in India, including agriculture, water, coastal sector etc., and this
underlines the pressing need for climate-proofing development. through location-specific strategies
while planning across sectors. Ms Sharma elucidated that similar to work done at a Macro level under
the National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture, wherein steps to make agriculture climate-resilient
has been done through work such as the introduction of drought-resistant seeds, it is imperative that
we scale up the uptake of such activities at state and Union Territory level. Work has been encouraged
on the lines through projects, nearly 30 in number, sanctioned across the country. Ms Sharma
reiterated the importance of knowledge and experience sharing between national and state
representatives of the EU and India and re-emphasised on the need to accelerate the work done within
the sphere of adaptation similar to the momentum in Mitigation.
Mr Liviu Stirbat: Deputy Head of Unit, Directorate-General for Climate Action (DG CLIMA), European
Commission.
As the representative of DG CLIMA, Mr Stirbat spoke about the new European Union strategy on
climate change and its focus on mainstreaming resilience. the European Green Deal, a proposal for
the road map for sustainability for the
EU economy focusses on achieving
climate neutrality

by 2050. Other

In the EU we need to increase climate ambition and
move from mitigation to adaptation. EU’s new

initiatives by the EU towards a climate-

adaptation strategy will include closing the protection

resilient

briefly

gap, setting up a health & climate change observatory,

mentioned. The EU will also adopt a

establishing the Horizon Europe mission on adaptation

new and more ambitious strategy for

- ensuring we look at the international dimension of

adaptation, scheduled to be introduced

adaptation, learning from countries like India.

pathway,

were

in the early part of 2021. Mr Stirbat
spoke about the adverse effects of climate change on different parts of the world, especially Europe,
some of these such as loss of biodiversity, livelihood and economic losses, call for urgent address The
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socio-economic and the infrastructural challenges owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, has further
underscored the urgency. while the adaptation policy at the EU level focusses more to data
aggregation and policy exchanges, Mr Stirbatmentioned that the EU can benefit from knowledge and
experience sharing with countries like India, who have helped many adaptation interventions till date.
Mr Stirbat mentioned that the EU has started the process of online public consultation to get feedback
from various stakeholders on the draft climate neutrality law which sets focus on implementation and
finding climate solutions at a large scale. while many parts of Europe are facing increasing climatic
events, the insurance for climate-related events is however still not as widespread. Climate Insurance
is, therefore, an important area of focus for the EU. The health impacts of climate change is another
important area of focus. Mr Stirbat mentioned that the EU strategies will be developed keeping in
mind an international perspective.
Mr. Luc Feyen, Joint Research Centre, European Commission
Mr Feyen began his intervention introducing his organisation, the Joint Research Centre (JRC) and
their research focus on climate-related issues in Europe. JRC uses a common set of climate projections
across different sectors and biophysical modelling to understand related impacts. Mr Feyen elucidated
on climate change projection figures and the impact of climate change on Europe. He mentioned that
Europe will witness a spatial variability in temperature and precipitation impact of climate change .
Water availability will also be severely
Climate change is predicted to intensify the

affected as projected through a river flood risk

hydrological cycle and impact river flooding in

analysis. There is an increasing flood risk in

Europe. Adapting to sea level rise will help reduce

EuropeOne of the critical global risk due to

economic costs by 95%

climate change is the rising sea levels,– if
commensurate adaptation interventions to

coastal flooding do not take place. vulnerability assessment. along with mapping of climate, the impact
is key for adaptation, along with the need to take into consideration local conditions. Mr Feyen
concluded by talking about how scientific information is made available on a larger scale and the
importance of such endeavours
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Q&A
A rich Q&A session ensued the panel discussions. Dr Mathur shed light on the role of the private sector
in adaptation and highlighted the need for services that can be provided by the private sector. He gave
examples by mentioning water services and disaster relief services. Mr Stirbat added that in the EU,
they have tried to go one step further by trying to incentivize resilience within the private sector. This
has been done through the disclosure of non-financial risks. He also spoke about the EU sustainable
finance taxonomy which classifies investments as sustainable or not. The next question on the
relationship between science and policy and how the former translates into the latter was posed to
Mr Feyen. He answered the same by citing different projects where the JRC works and coordinates
with the government. Mr Stirbat added about vertical integration in the EU between city level and
national level planning and how these interact with each other and serve different purposes at
different levels. For the city and local level administration, the EU has a Covenant of Mayors, who are
very active in these discussions and they exchange best practices. At the global level (Global Covenant
of Mayors), there is an initiative co-chaired by the European Commission and the Mayor of New York
City, the USA which does the job of the covenant of mayors at a global level. The last question posed
to Mr Koekkoek enquired about the potential areas of cooperation emerging between the EU and
India. He spoke about the coalition for resilient infrastructure started by India which the EU is also
working on becoming a part of. Adding to Mr Stirbat's point on financial taxonomy, which is being
developed in the EU, he spoke about India's role as a founding member of the international platform
for sustainable finance. Mr Koekkoek also mentioned the importance of collaboration on research as
well as the Global Covenant of Mayors mentioned by Mr Stirbat and how 16 Indian cities are members
of this covenant.
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Day 3 – Moving Towards a Climate Resilient Development Pathway

The third webinar in the series began with Ms Swati Pillai, Research Associate, TERI, welcoming all the
participants and panellists to the last day of the pre-conference webinar series focused on ‘moving
towards a climate resilient development pathway’. She emphasised how the sustainability and efficacy
of developmental processes is intrinsically linked to integrating climate change adaptation with the
long term development strategy at all levels of planning in a country. The movement towards a climate
resilient development pathway also entails a long-term adaptation strategy which is in synergy with
development planning.

Opening Remarks
Dr Ajay Mathur: Director General, TERI; Chair, Adaptation Futures 2020, Steering Committee
Dr Mathur extended a warm welcome to the speakers and attendees on behalf of TERI. He reiterated
the need to focus on actions that promote resilience and address adaptation. Dr Mathur brought out
the issues of compounding vulnerabilities, giving
the example of the powerful and deadly super

It is essential to look at socioeconomic

cyclone Amphan that hit Eastern India while the

realities along with bio-physical factors and

states were already battling the COVID crisis,

climatic vulnerabilities when planning long-

leaving people struggling to manage social-

term adaptation and climate policies.

distancing while having to provide for disaster
evacuation. He brought out the fact that considering the kinds of losses that have occurred earlier,
this cyclone was well-managed, with development in technology and incorporating lessons from the
past. In this regard, he stressed that it is essential to look at socio-economic realities along with biophysical factors and climatic vulnerabilities when planning long-term adaptation interventions and
climate policies. He reiterated that we need to ensure that development is climate proofed. When we
look at India, key climate change issues that need to be focused on include heat stress, water
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management, cyclonic storms and agriculture, which need to be addressed across sectors and systems
through adaptation actions and by building resilience for a sustainable future.
Dr Paul Desanker: Manager, Adaptation Programme, Secretariat, United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change; Member, Adaptation Futures 2020, Science Committee
Dr Desanker stated that COVID pandemic has disrupted the normal way of doing business. The
challenge now for UNFCCC is to decide how to encourage countries to cope and adapt to climate
change without going back to business-as-usual even when this crisis is over. Dr Desanker then laid
out the five action points or strategies the UNFCCC has devised to be able to do this. The first is to
maintain their key deliverables including NAPs, NDCs etc.
COVID has disrupted the way of

despite facing challenges including the COVID crisis. The

doing business, but it is now

second is finding solutions to problems. It is no secret that

necessary to look at how we can

developing countries and LDCs are struggling to access

continue acting on adaptation
resilience activities while addressing
the issues of pandemic, because

support from the GCF and other processes and the UNFCCC
tries to devise solutions for such challenges. They have
developed an initiative called ‘Open Labs’ to help virtually

despite the pandemic these continue

mobilise and crowd-source as much capacity as possible.

to pose as key threats…We need to

Third, they are discussing on the side lines how countries

fatten the climate risk curve, with

can manage to meet their goals under the Paris

the same urgency as we are

Agreement,

working

through

various organisations.

flattening the COVID-curve.

Fourth, the UNFCCC is thinking of ways to flatten the
climate-risk curve, just as we are dealing with flattening the
COVID curve. NAPs can help address the issues of flattening

this curve at the lowest level. Also, through the COVID crisis, there has been a realisation of how
interconnected all the issues are through the local, national, regional and global levels and that brings
about a bigger appreciation of adaptation issues. This provides an added incentive to devise technical
tools that will capture these interlinkages to manage climate risk across levels and scales. Lastly, it is
very useful to develop concrete targets and strive towards meeting them. Adaptation is difficult to
capture and therefore it has been difficult to agree on concrete targets. We need to look at long -term
20
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strategies to look at concrete end points and work backwards to see how to get there, and NAPs and
NDCs are the starting points. The 1.5-degree target and SDGs help in framing a pathway.
Dr Anand Patwardhan: Professor, School of Public Policy, University of Maryland; Chair, Adaptation
Futures 2020, Science Committee

Uncertainty cannot be a cause for inaction.

Dr Patwardhan emphasised that the COVID crisis has brought out starkly the reason why we are and
are not resilient, not only to the pandemic but also to the impacts of climate change including issues
of leadership, taking effective actions, building resilience, preparedness and readiness. He laid out five
points framing the discussion on long-term strategies towards climate resilient development. First,
adaptation and resilience are integral to the development agenda, whether it is social protection,
participatory processes in democracy, building resilient infrastructure etc. Second, there is a great
need to make linkages across scales, from local to global and from short to long term. There is hope
that there is scaling up of ambitions under the NDCs, not just on the mitigation front, but also in
adaptation. There is also a need to connect the immediate short-term strategies to the long-term
strategies with regards to the NAPs. We also need to examine the linkages between what cities are
doing to the national and international scenarios in terms of climate action. One of the issues that has
been highlighted by COVID is migration, especially internal. Third, the long-term strategy should not
just be a document, it should be a process that is embedded in institutions and processes in order for
it to lead to change in our business-as-usual scenarios. Fourth, strategy is only useful so far as we have
the means to implement it. We need to incorporate in our strategies institutions and frameworks that
have resources, legal backing and implementation mechanisms to make them effective. Fifth,
uncertainty cannot be an excuse for inaction. Uncertainties in climate will never be fully resolved, but
we have tools and mechanisms that help us deal with and manage uncertainty. We will always have
systemic risks that are in the offing and we need to ensure we have a strategy in place to deal with
the ‘known knowns’ and the ‘known unknowns’, even as there maybe ‘unknown unknowns’ in the
arena of climate risk.
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Guidelines for Framing India’s Long-Term Strategy for Adaptation
Dr Kavya Michael: Associate Fellow, TERI; Co-Chair, Adaptation Futures 2020, Organising Committee
& Member, Science Committee
Dr Michael reiterated that the COVID pandemic has starkly demonstrated that we as a society are not
resilient and emphasised the need for a long-term strategy for adaptation. Adaptation is grounded in
local reality which makes it important for local actors to have access to pertinent resources. Strong
institutional framework for adaptation needs to be rooted in participatory approaches that embrace
principles of recognitional justice. She started with the foundation for a strong strategy- it should be
an indicative blueprint for development; there should be coherence in policy and action; it should
have linkages with NDCs; it should ensure efficient resource allocation; it should garner support from
the international community and it should enable a just transition. She stressed that the LTS must in
effect fulfil two crucial criteria of domestic developmental priorities and enhancing resilience of local
communities. India’s LTS would remain incomplete without equal focus on both adaptation and
mitigation. A Climate Resilient Development
Strong institutional frameworks for adaptation

Pathway

need to be rooted in participation that embrace

mitigation

principles of recognitional justice.

needs

to

targets,

ensure

ambitious

incremental

and

transformative adaptation practices and
climate sensitive development.

Dr Michael stated that a framing document on mitigation has already been prepared by TERI and can
be accessed through the TERI website, and then elucidated on the adaptation framing document. She
laid out the pillars for a climate resilient development pathway, which has been designed on an
interlinked systems frameworkand a transformative adaptation approach. The first is that adaptation
should be understood in the developmental context, and that developmental needs should be
understood based on the current growth trajectory. Second, the analytical framework should be
designed using realistic assumptions as the basis of smart future-looking scenarios. Third, in resourcing
adaptation, needs should be determined in line with available sources for finance and technology.
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Fourth, when considering the governance of adaptation, it is crucial to ensure engagement with all
essential stakeholders and develop processes for Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning. There needs to
be a focus on raising the political visibility of adaptation and making adaptation intrinsic to
developmental planning. Considering the time bound political cycle, political view is myopic and so
there is a great need to understand how to build political consensus over the issues and trajectory of
the long-term strategy. Understanding needs to be built on the barriers and constraints to
transformational adaptation practices and how knowledge, planning and finance can help overcome
these challenges. Most importantly, a long-term strategy needs to support resilient, equitable,
inclusive and sustainable development, which requires active participation of non-state actors like civil
society and private actors.

Panel Discussion
Mr RR Rashmi: Distinguished Fellow, TERI
Mr Rashmi began with the question of the necessity of a long-term strategy versus the sufficiency of
the NAPs mandated under the Paris Agreement, in the context of a climate resilient development
pathway. He stated that while the Paris Agreement mandates the NAPs, it also speaks of a lowemission development strategy, which by definition is incomplete if it only considers emission
reductions but does not include growth or consider the impacts of climate change on vulnerable
groups. Countries therefore need to integrate both their mitigation and adaptation goals within their
long-term development strategies. Mr Rashmi identified three key challenges in this regard. First, the
challenge of mainstreaming climate change adaptation and resilience within the planning process.
Second is the challenge of financing and resourcing such a strategy. Third, is the challenge of
governance to spearhead the adaptation response including active participation of all key
stakeholders and ensuring transparency and accountability.
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Ms Rohini Kohli: Lead Technical Specialist, National Adaptation Plans, Resilience and Sustainable
Development team, UNDP
Ms Kohli began by stating that UNDP is supporting around 30 countries to advance their NAP
processes, around 100 countries to enhance their NDCs and also working with 7-8 countries on their
long-term strategies. The three instruments operate differently and quite useful for countries, from
short to long-term, and focus from purely adaptation to a mix of mitigation and adaptation centred
approaches. NAPs are quite specific and work in the medium to long term (5-10 years), and
importantly, provides a pipeline of investments requiring financing, prioritising adaptation options,
which need to be transformative and at scale. At the moment, we know there is not enough
investment in adaptation, and such options are not transformative or at scale, and not irreversible.
Using

NAPS,

UNDP hopes

to help

Adaptation option is a development option done

countries change this with budget tagging,

differently. Adaptation is a complex term that is

quantification of adaptation benefits etc.

often not understood, but this is allowing to unlock

M&E and quantification of adaptation is

the term & increase its applicability.

very difficult, and proxy indicators are
helping in absence of progress indicators.
An adaptation option is a development

option done differently. Adaptation is a complex term that is often not understood but unpacking this
in the NAPs is allowing ministries to unlock the potential of adaptation and increase its applicability.
NDCs have a history of allowing LDCs to produce NAPAs almost a decade before any developed
country came up with them. It is a living process that provides the advantage of including investment
planning, costing and the granular detail that is required to scale up adaptation. UNDP is working on
this with many countries sector-wise but, trying to get them to adopt systems approaches. NDCs signal
a political priority on adaptation and since the Paris Agreement has put mitigation and adaptation at
par, by setting certain adaptation targets, the NDCs can signify how important they are for the
country, but it is not an operation instrument, which has to be done through the NAPs. Adaptation
includes slow-onset issues and it is difficult for a five-year adaptation plan to incorporate and address
such issues and so the long-term strategy becomes very relevant, which while abstract can help deal
with long-term shifts especially in developing countries. Systems-level approaches and trans24
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boundary issues are not yet getting adequately addressed and need to focus on. Different countries
are approaching adaptation planning differently. Countries like Argentina have put a law in place for
adaptation planning, enforceable as an obligation against every ministry. Countries in West Africa, like
Liberia, have put a high priority on vulnerability and risk assessments. Countries like the Ivory Coast
have actively involved in the private sector in adaptation planning. There is no one blueprint for
adaptation planning, but adaptation action must be contextual keeping in mind the guidelines issued
by the UNFCCC.
Dr Saskia Werners: Head of Vulnerability Assessment, Risk Management & Adaptive Planning
(VARMAP), United Nations University. Institute for Environment and Human Security (UNU -EHS);
Professor, Wageningen University & Research (WUR)
Dr Werners began her address by highlighting a point raised by Dr Mathur, that the kind of
interventions that will helps development become climate proof, is a very important question to
engage with. She brought a scientific perspective on climate resilient development pathways to the
discussion, and said that ever since CRDPs were launched, there has not been much conceptual
development and guidance about them, however there has developed a need for some guiding
principles on what CRDPs are and are not. Dr Werners then stated that the good thing here is that we
do know a lot about development, resilience, climate change and about pathways of development in
isolation; there is now a need for integration of these knowledges and capacities to inform planners
and governments on engaging with the concept of CRDPs. Dr Werners then listed four key aspects
that she as a member of the adaptation community finds essential to engage with, w.r.t. CRDPs and
long-term strategies. First, to acknowledge and reflect in our work the existence of multiple pathways.
According to her, “pathways are sequences of measure that you can implement as the future unfolds
and they help you prepare for uncertainties”. These notions on about pathways as sequences of
measures, further strengthen the debate for long-term strategies. Accepting multiple possibilities in
the future and uncertainty, and engaging with it, is value that is inherent in adaptation and the
adaptation community can bring to the development pathway narrative through long-term strategies.
Second, to engage with different stakeholders especially those with different values, goals and
understanding. These are key to bring about transformational change, focusing on only current values
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would not bring the drive that is required to bring about transformation. Third, the nature of
communication of the pathways is critical. Long term planning is a rather complex issue. If, and when,
a lot of issues are discussed, how to communicate them, creating an understanding for common
learning and attraction, for implementation it is necessary to think of how to visualise these pathways.
Fourth, the role of monitoring and evaluation in informing pathways for adaptation. It is important to
see where you are w.r.t the plan and inform your next steps.
Dr Werners then spoke on how to integrate adaptation and make it intrinsic to development planning.
Stating that this question could also be interpreted as either how development planning needs to alter
to include adaptation planning, or how
adaptation must be altered to have valid

To include adaptation into development planning,

contributions to development planning.

it is necessary to consider SDGs. We need to leave

There

is

a

need

to

acknowledge

our island of Climate Change & better

development as much as a change process

communicate with the rest of the development

as adaptation A key step then would be to

community

review the development goals and show
how these might be/are impacted by climate change. Through such a process, adaptation can be
viewed as bringing about enabling conditions for long term sustainable development. She remarked
that the future will be fundamentally different from now and to ensure wellbeing in the future, it is
necessary to facilitate and engage with the change process. Furthermore, wr.t. fostering
transformational change – Dr Werners remarked that a key aspect is to include values of futures and
address root causes of vulnerabilities. She concluded with a discussion on the role of NAPs and CRDPs,
stating that we need to adopt a more flexible approach within the international, bilateral, and
multilateral organisations and frameworks to best integrate and streamline action.
Dr Arivudai Nambi Appadurai: Director & Strategy Head (Climate Resilience Practice), World
Resources Institute (WRI), India; Member, Adaptation Futures 2020, Organizing Committee
Dr Appadurai’s intervention focussed on the question of how adaptation plays a critical role in
improving lives and livelihoods and brings multiple co-benefits. He began his address by quoting
Nicholas Stern, stating that climate change adaptation is essentially development in a hostile climate.
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At this juncture, Dr Appadurai stated, poverty alleviation and climate resilience are the two biggest
societal challenges and these two have major interlinkages. The impacts of mitigation and adaptation
action also play a role in realising the goals of development. He then specified that given that
adaptation as a phenomenon is contextually driven and for which coordination and integration with
existing development action is very critical, it is thus important that CRDPs look at how to develop
resilience at all levels – national, subnational as well as local level – making mainstreaming a key
aspect.
Dr Appadurai further states that that living in the COVID world - beyond working for a safe and resilient
futures, a key issue is to defend the development gains today, which poses as such a huge global
burden. The pandemic has exposed vulnerabilities in multiple levels, especially at the systems levels
and the world struggles to find a restart button there. Understanding of the nuances of such situations
is what is necessary to take into the future. He then noted a few key aspects to address in long term
strategies which included: one, ensuring being cognisant of scales and a nation’s present
requirements, as it is possible for today’s adaptation to become tomorrow’s maladaptation. Two,
ensuring future, as well as existing policies are informed by robust scientific information. Three, to
evaluate situations, such as the current migration crisis in India, carefully and contextually assess the
suitability of transformational and aggregated incremental adaptation.

We need to be cognizant of the fact that today's adaptation could become tomorrow's
maladaptive practice.

Mr Saurabh Bhardwaj: Fellow and Area Convener, TERI, Member Adaptation Futures 2020
Organising Committee
Mr Bhardwaj’s intervention provided a climate-science insight to India’s vulnerability followed by the
importance of climate science in developing long term strategies. He began by stating how climate
modelling is evolving and how that may help better inform policy in the future. He then spoke of India’s
vulnerability listing multiple examples, and stating that climate Models paint a grim picture, with
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warming trends ranging from 1 degree in the near future, to 4 degrees in the far future. Ministry of
Earth Sciences’ recent assessment of climate change over Indian region shows evidence that since
1901, India has warned 0.7 degrees, while world has warmed 0.8 degrees since 1800’s. 13 of the 200
warmest years have occurred in the last 2 decades. Furthermore, increasing instances and worsening
impacts of cyclones on the Indian subcontinent a result of warming of the Indian Ocean and increase
in Sea Surface Temperature (SST). The Northern Indian Ocean’s SST has risen by 1 degree since 1951,
while global oceans have warmed up by 0.7 degrees only. While monsoon’s as a whole do not appear
to be directly impacted by climate change, work done by TERI presents evidence that there are
changing regional trends that can be attributed to increasing temperatures and other impacts of
climate change. Extremes and dry spells have increased regionally in the past 100-year datasets. Dry
spells have increased 27% in the last 30 years (one climate cycle), and their frequency is increasing
further.
With respect to the role of climate science in informing long-term strategies in India, Mr Bhardwaj
noted that India is very vulnerable to second order climate impacts like coastal erosion, heat stresses
in Hindu-Kush-Himalayan regions and northern plains, as well as coastal and riverine flooding. These
are aspects that should be factors that form the basis of our risk assessments in any long-term
strategy. He also said that “uncertainty is the only certainty in climate models. Climate science and
models have allowed us to quantify these uncertainties, and it is the communication of these
uncertainties, which must be looked at
carefully”.

However,

there

also

exist

Impacts of climate change and this pandemic

challenges in using climate science and models

highlight compounding risks, and this needs to be

to

addressed in the long-term adaptation strategies.

inform

adaptation

including

a

methodological gap resulting due to a scale
mismatch in data on climate change and its impacts. He concluded by stating that, given the pandemic
we face today, even the IPCC’s 6th assessment has spoken of the need to address ‘compounded
events” when we talk of future scenarios. We need to revisit our frameworks are review these
changing terminologies to better integrate these aspects. Use of hybrid models to look at multiple
perspectives and have integrated assessment models can be a useful tool to provide evidence in this
scenario.
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Dr Chandni Singh: Research Consultant – Practice, Indian Institute for Human Settlements,
Bengaluru
Dr Singh began her address by posing the questions of what do we mean by effective adaptation, what
is this effective, for whom, and at what scale? She stated that the idea of climate resilient development
(CRD) presents to us a normative goal, a road map of where we’d like to end up. Separately we
understand these terms pretty well, and when we view the need for CRDPs – how development
activities must recognise and plan for on current climate impacts but also for the future risks – as a
normative goal, it becomes inarguable. But the
There is a need to address the biases and

problem

arises

with

respect

to

its

strengths of different metrices that track

implementation. This is where an idea of

adaptation policies

‘pathways’ helps in pinning down the normative
goal of CRD. Pathways denote the journey from

the start to the end, from where we are to where we want to be and the steps in between. With the
multiple risk assessments, vulnerability analyses, etc. that have been undertaken in the recent past,
we have a fair idea of where we are today. These have provided a fair understating of who is
vulnerable, what are they key risks, how are these risks changing. We also have a good understating
of the different adaptation strategies that exist in different groups, systems and sectors. But at the
other end of the CRDPs – w.r.t. its ultimate targets – is where it gets vague. Mitigation has this clarity
(derived from the Paris Agreement Targets), so does development (SDGs). But when it comes to
adaptation, its less certain on where we want to be. This is what poses as challenges in implementing
effective adaptation. She suggested that framing of the problem in economic (if benefits outweigh the
costs), sustainable (if adaptation action that take into consideration longer term, cross generational
vulnerabilities) and just (if you minimise unequal power relations and trade-offs between adaptation
options, those present as good markers of effective adaptation) terms as means that are being
undertaken to address this issue. However, it is essential to be mindful of the biases of different
framings and matrices w.r.t. adaptation.
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Furthermore, Dr Singh stated that people often state that the lack of a clear, quantitative adaptation
goal can often be paralysing. Questions like what are we moving towards, what is the end goal of
adaptation are posed. However, the absence of a collectively, globally agreed upon goal should not be
an excuse for inaction. The very idea and framing of CRDPs allows us to appreciate different futures,
goals and systems, along with the different pathways to get there. What is crucial is to ensure we pay
attention to the matrices that we are using to assess adaptation outcomes and their biases – what is
privileged and what is silenced? Specific actions will have trade-offs, will have maladaptive
consequences – both in the present and in the long term – so an understating of these biases in the
long term becomes critical. She concluded by remarking that there has been significant discussion on
how lock-ins can take place in specific adaptation pathways – both technological and infrastructural
lock-ins. But there is considerably less research on behavioural lock-ins, and this might be useful to
look into when planning long term strategies.
Mr Siddharth Pathak: Director of Partnerships, 2050 Pathways Platform

The long-term strategy must be viewed as a living document.

Mr Pathak address explored the framing of a long-term strategy and international best practices of
long-term strategies in the adaptation component. He began by stating that we need to look at the
long-term strategy as a living document. Long-term strategies basically speak to achieving socioeconomic objectives in a climate constrained world - which will also provide opportunities with respect
to the changes that will happen because of climate change. With respect to the adaptation component
within the long-term strategy, a lot has been said about its framing, and the geo-physical impacts of
climate change that must be looked at when planning for adaptation. But another key aspect is the
economic vulnerability of climate change and adapting to it. Integration of trade discussions and how
finance will operate in a climate constrained world are key issues that are often overlooked. It is thus
essential to start looking into addressing these economic vulnerabilities emanating from climate
change in the long term, within the larger framework of adaptation.
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With respect to addressing risk proportionalities, climate impacts are disproportional, unlike the
impacts of the COVID-pandemic. And unfortunately, no climate models or scientific tools used to
inform long-term strategies address these disproportionalities in their matrices. A measure that has
being used by countries to counter inability of modelling to address these issues is how the long-term
strategy is developed – what is the process. On how are different truths accounted for and brought in
the society when talking about what it is that we’re looking at w.r.t. to transformation- he stated that
an effective mechanism that has been the development of institutional set ups such as just transition
commissions which are being used to develop long-term strategies in order to ensure these gaps are
addressed in the process of their development. Mr Pathak also illustrated how countries are dealing
with mainstreaming adaptation into development strategies through two main examples. On one
extreme, certain countries are changing constitution to include climate change into policy narrative.
On the other hand, countries like New Zealand are carefully taking into account each legislation passed
in the parliament and assessing its relation to climate goals and achieving long term resilience. Such a
method, he stated, provides an opportunity to act and have conversations openly about development
trajectories and other decisions that are taken and how they operate vis-a-vis the climate crisis at
large. He concluded by remarking that in the climate change space there is an expectation that there
will be global cooperation ultimately. But this is a lesson we should learn from this pandemic, that at
times when the world faces crises, global cooperation may not be very easy. It is thus necessary to
take into account how we can ensure our ability mobilise the domestic financial, private and public
sector enterprises to finance impact recovery and policy interventions in such a case – especially
developing countries. Nations should not be overly dependent on international financing for the
interventions at the scale they are looking at.
Q&A
The very insightful panel discussion was followed by a round of Q&A that focussed on the framing of
adaptation plans, role of climate smart technologies, integration of indigenous and local knowledges,
mainstreaming of climate risks. Ms Rohini Kohli addressed the question – should we be concerned
about the fact that some countries have adaptation plans that are too inward looking? Would it be
better to have international action, or a national action? She stated that adaptation does happen at a
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local level, so it is necessary to have a proportion of it is inward looking and benefiting the people of
a nations, however, we cannot ignore that there are transboundary adaptation issues. There exist
transboundary issues such as those on water security that require diplomatic adaptation engagement
and efforts on an international scale.
Dr Werners spoke on the role of smart technologies for adaptation highlighting that smart
technologies do offer possibilities for adaptation. The task however lies on how these are integrated
into the actions within CRDPs. Most of these technologies are necessarily more focussed, but they do
deserve a spot in the development pathways. So, the challenge then becomes how to upscale these
in such a way that they contribute to CRDPs and identify those which would have least negative tradeoffs when upscaled. The next challenge then would be to discuss the barriers for its implementation
and how to create financial and institutional contexts for these technologies to be upscaled and scaled
out to contribute to CRD.
Dr Singh was posed a question on how policy makers, sociologists, economists, architects etc. can
further traditional and indigenous knowledge to build adaptation and resilience at a local level. She
began by remarking that climate science has been essentially privileged and not mindful of all levels
and regions, but is now seeing changes. Even the IPCC is trying to bring in indigenous knowledge at
par with scientific literature, even though it comes with challenges. As adaptation professionals we
need to be cognisant of multiple forms of knowledge and solutions available, not just in practice but
also when imparting education on what knowledge is valued in schools and universities.
In the question posed to him, Mr Bhardwaj reiterated the bend fits of using hybrid approaches to
reduce biases and reflected on the opportunities in adopting AT and technology into climate science.
The last question posed to Mr Pathak probed on how policy planners look at climate risk and work
towards mainstreaming it? He stated that in terms of climate risk, more information being brought
out to policy makers of the implication of their decisions would be helpful. There is an information gap
on this in the Indian context. At the forefront, the risk dimension has been brought out mostly in the
financial and insurance space and they have been very efficient and influential in altering designing of
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projects. Such a factoring of risk is missing in the policy space and would be very effective in
mainstreaming climate risk into policy decisions.
The session ended with concluding remarks by Mr Rashmi who said that to be able to anchor the shortand medium-term concerns, we need a long-term policy that is built through continuous engagement
and evolution. And, while these individual long-term adaptation strategies would be varied based on
regions and nations, they will all contribute to the long-term stabilisation of the global climate.
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Annex
Agenda: 29th June – 1st July 2020
Day 1 – 29th June 2020: Youth and Climate Adaptation: Accelerating Action for a
Resilient Future
16:30 – 18:30 IST | 21:00 – 23:00 AEST | 13:00 – 15:00 CET | 07:00 – 09:00 EST | 11:00 – 13:00 GMT

Youth now hold the place of being significant stakeholders in the global climate discourse, it is seen as
critical to constructively channelize their energy to stimulate and enhance climate action. This can be
seen in examples ranging from YOUNGO being recognised as the official youth constituency of the
UNFCCC to the rise of Fridays for Future and Greta Thunberg that is empowering young people all
over to the Global Commission for Adaptation's Young Leaders Program, and multiple other youth -led
and youth-focused projects, organisations and opportunities that are advocating the need to react and
adapt to climate change, as well as empowering them to do so. However, there still exist disconnects,
such as between the youth-led actions and policy change, or the understanding of roles and capacities
within these new frameworks.
The webinar intends to engage with youth who are working in various fields like climate research,
policy research, environmental law, youth activists, etc. to understand their role in the following ways:
1. How can youth design creative solutions to bridge the science -policy gap?
2. What role can formal education play in informing the youth about policy making processes and
further influence them to actively participate in formulating climate policy?
3. How can they as individuals make a difference in the fight against climate change (with specific
reference to adaptation)?
4. In what ways can the youth bring together several movements, and organisations at the national
and international levels to achieve the goal of climate adaptation?
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Day 1 - 29th June 2020
Setting the Context
•

Ms. Pankhuri Sekhon, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)

Welcome Remarks
•

Dr. Ajay Mathur, Director General, TERI; Co-Chair, Steering Committee,

Adaptation Futures 2020
16:30 – 17:00 IST

•

Dr. Jian Liu, Chief Scientist, UNEP; Co-Chair, Steering Committee,

Adaptation Futures 2020
•

Dr. Anand Patwardhan, Professor, School of Public Policy, University of

Maryland, and Chair – Science Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020
•

Ms. Anna French, Deputy Country Director, DFID India

•

Ms. Francesca Datola, First Secretary, Economic & Innovation Department,

Embassy of Italy in New Delhi, India
Panel Discussion: Climate Adaptation and Youth
Facilitator
•

Ms. Mekhala Sastry, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)

Panellists
•

Mr. John Paul Jose, Fridays for Future

•

Ms. Juhi Bansal, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)

•

Mr. Joshua Amponsem, Global Center on Adaptation, Green Africa Youth Org

•

Mr. Raka Sangma, Indian Youth Climate Network

•

Ms. Christianne Zakour, UNMGCY Representative, Trinidad and Tobago

•

Mr. Nabir Mamnun, Centre for People and Environment (CPE) & Young Earth

17:00 – 18:10 IST

System Scientists (YESS) Community Outreach Working Group
18:10 – 18:30 IST

Q&A and Closing Remarks
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Day 2 – 30th June 2020: India-EU Experience Sharing on Adaptation Planning and
Implementation
14:00 – 15:15 IST | 18:30 – 19:45 AEST | 10:30 – 11:45 CET | 04:30 – 05:45 EST | 08:30 – 09:45 GMT

supported by Strategic Partnerships for the Implementation of the Paris Agreement (SPIPA)

Extreme weather events like floods, droughts and cyclones have become more frequent as aggravated
by the global climate change. Climate Change is having an increasingly severe impact on our planet’s
eco-systems and biodiversity, in addition to our health and food systems and it’s impacting the most
vulnerable communities in India. Adaptation to climate change and increasing climate resilience can
and should be a powerful ally of sustainable development and disaster risk reduction efforts.
The Government of India has made significant progress with respect to formulation of multi-pronged,
long term and integrated strategy for climate change. Following the release of the National Action Plan
on Climate Change (NAPCC) in 2008 with eight missions addressing mitigation and adaptation issues
all States/Union Territories have prepared the State Action Plan on Climate Change (SAPCC) to address
state specific issues on climate change. In 2019, the Indian Ministry of Environment Forests and Climate
Change (MoEFCC) developed guidelines for revising State Action Plans on Climate Change (SAPCCs)
for all the Indian states. It offers a strategic approach to revisiting SAPCCs considering new climate
science and projections, as well as the country’s commitments under its Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC). 1 SAPCC will become the guiding policy document to implement adaptation
planning at the sub-national level. Apart from integrating climate science and data, it aims at adopting
a ‘people-centric’ approach by addressing socio-economic vulnerabilities and by incorporating gendersensitive planning strategies at the community level.

1

http://napglobalnetwork.org/2020/06/mainstreaming-as-a-means-for-localizing-and-implementing-adaptationactions/
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In the European Union (EU) there is a similar process. In 2013, the European Commission adopted an
EU strategy on adaptation to climate change. The strategy aims to make Europe more climate-resilient.
By taking a coherent approach and providing for improved coordination, it aims to enhance the
preparedness and capacity of all governance levels to respond to the impacts of climate change. Under
this strategy EU Member States are encouraged to prepare Member States' national adaptation
strategies. In 2018, the European Commission reviewed all the assessments of each of the Member
States' national adaptation strategies and made a horizontal assessment, which will result in a proposal
for a new EU strategy on adaptation to climate change 2.
In the context of the Adaptation Futures conference, it was foreseen to organise a meeting between the
Government of India, the Indian States and Union Territories and officials from the EU and EU Member
States on the important issue of adaptation to climate change. Because of the postponement of the
conference, a webinar is being organized with a focus on exchanging best practices, lesson learnt as
well as exchanges on opportunities and challenges. The webinar is an activity under the EU-Strategic
Partnership for Implementation of the Paris Agreement (SPIPA) project, which contributes to
cooperation between the EU and India on climate action. It is funded from th e EU Partnership
Instrument and the German Federal Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety.
The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC), Government of India, is the
nodal partner ministry. The project is being implemented by the EU Delegation to India, with GIZ India
as the implementing agency.

Following this, the tentative agenda for this webinar is as below:
Day 2 – 30th June 2020
Moderation and Setting the Context
14:00-14:05 IST

14:05-14:10 IST
14:10-14:15 IST

2

•

Dr. Ashish Chaturvedi, Director-Climate Change, GIZ-India

Welcome Address and Introductory Remarks
•

Dr. Ajay Mathur, Director General, The Energy & Resources Institute (TERI)

Introduction to the SPIPA Project

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/23517/eu-india-joint-declaration-climate-and-energy.pdf
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•

Mr. Edwin Koekkoek, Counsellor, Energy and Climate Action, Delegation of
the European Union to India

Adaptation Planning and Implementation in India
14:15-14:25 IST

•

Ms Richa Sharma, Joint Secretary and Head- Climate Change Division,
MoEFCC

Adaptation Planning and Implementation in EU
14:25-14:35 IST

•

Mr. Liviu Stirbat, Deputy Head of unit, Directorate-General for Climate Action
(DG CLIMA), European Commission

14:35-14:45 IST
14:45-15:15 IST

New Developments in Using Climate Models for Adaptation Planning in EU
•

Mr Luc Feyen, Joint Research Centre, European Commission

Q&A and Closing Remarks
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Day 3 – 1st July 2020: Moving towards a climate resilient development pathway
16:30 – 18:45 IST | 21:00 – 23:15 AEST | 13:00 – 15:15 CET | 07:00 – 09:15 EST | 11:00 – 13:15 GMT

In the evolving climate policy narrative of the Global South, there is a pressing requirement for
embracing transformative adaptive pathways that are adept at decision making under increasingly
uncertain and interrelated climate and social challenges arising across scales. The sustainability and
efficacy of developmental processes is intrinsically linked to integrating climate change adaptation in
the long term development strategy at all levels of development planning in a country. It is imperative
that policies, plans and vision at the national level should recognise the economic, social, environmental
and health risks arising from climatic events. The move towards a climate resilient development
pathway would therefore need to envisage a long term adaptation strategy, in synergy with development
plans, which is cognizant of the evolving socio-economic and climatic scenario of a country. The panel
will seek to guide the discussions while dwelling on few key questions;
•

How do we make adaptation intrinsic to development planning decision?

•

Going forward, what are the key elements to be included in an LTS while keeping in mind the
evolving context and the need for adaptation in Global South?

•

How do we effectively integrate the synergies borne off NAP with that of the LTS in a way that
both the strategies complement each other?
Day 3 – 1st July 2020

16:30-16:35 IST

Context Setting
•

16:35-16:45 IST

Ms. Swati Pillai, Research Associate, TERI

Opening Remarks
•

Dr Ajay

Mathur, Director

General, TERI; Co-Chair, Steering

Committee,

Adaptation Futures 2020
•

Dr Anand Patwardhan, Professor, School of Public Policy, University of
Maryland, and Chair – Science Committee, Adaptation Futures 2020

•

Dr. Paul V. Desanker, Manager, National Adaptation Plans and Policy,
Adaptation Programme, United Nations
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16:45-16:55 IST

Guidelines for Framing India’s Long Term Strategy for Adaptation
•

Dr. Kavya Michael, Associate Fellow TERI, Member Adaptation Futures 2020
Science Committee

16:55-18:20 IST

Panel Discussion: Moving towards a Climate Resilient Development Pathway
Moderator
•

Mr. RR Rashmi, Distinguished Fellow, The Energy and Resources Institute
(TERI)

Panellists
•

Mr. Choi Yeeting, National Climate Change Coordinator & Senior Policy
Advisor on Climate Change, Government of Kiribati (TBC)

•

Ms. Rohini Kohli, Lead Technical Specialist, National Adaptation Plans, in the
Resilience and Sustainable Development team, UNDP

•

Dr. Saskia Werners, Department of Environmental Sciences, Wageningen
University & Research (WUR); Head of Vulnerability Assessment, Risk
Management & Adaptive Planning (VARMAP), United Nations University.
Institute for Environment and Human Security (UNU-EHS)

•

Dr. Arivudai Nambi Appadurai, Director & Strategy Head (Climate Resilience
Practice), World Resources Institute (WRI), India

•

Mr. Saurabh Bhardwaj, Fellow and Area Convener TERI, Member Adaptation
Futures 2020 Organising Committee

•

Dr. Chandni Singh, Research Consultant – Practice, Indian Institute for Human
Settlements, Bengaluru

•
18:20-18:45 IST

Mr. Siddharth Pathak, Director of Partnerships, 2050 Pathways Platform

Q&A and Closing Remarks
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Webinar Gallery

Day 1: Youth and Climate Adaptation: Accelerating Action for a Resilient Future
L to R: Dr Ajay Mathur, Dr Jian Liu, Ms Anna French, Ms Francesca Datola, Ms Pankhuri Sekhon, Ms Mekhala Sastry, Mr
Nabir Mamnun, Mr John Paul Jose, Mr Raka Sangma, Mr Joshua Amponsem, Ms Christianne Zakour, Ms Juhi Bansal
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Day 2: India-EU Experience Sharing on Adaptation Planning and Implementation
L to R: Dr Ashish Chaturvedi, Dr Ajay Mathur, Mr Edwin Koekkoek, Ms Richa Sharma, Mr. Liviu Stirbat, Mr Luc Feyen

Day 3: Moving Towards a Climate Resilient Development Pathway
L to R: Dr Ajay Mathur, Dr Paul Desanker, Dr Anand Patwardhan, Dr Kavya Michael, Ms Rohini Kohli, Dr A. Nambi
Appadurai, Mr Saurabh Bhardwaj, Dr Chandni Singh, Mr Siddharth Pathak, Mr R R Rashmi, Ms Swati Pillai
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